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Abstract

The coupling between non gray radiation heat transfer and convection-conduction
heat transfer is studied. The Spectral Line Weighted sum of gray gases model (slw)
is used to account for non gray radiation properties. The aim of this work is to ana-
lyze the influence of the different approaches used when calculating the parameters
of the slw model. Such strategies include the use of optimized model coefficients
to reduce the number of operations, and the interpolation of the distribution func-
tion instead of the use of mathematical correlations. Non gray calculations are also
compared to gray solutions using the Planck mean absorption coefficient, which can
be also calculated with the slw model. The radiative transfer equation is solved by
means of the discrete ordinates method, dom. A natural convection driven cavity
is chosen to couple radiation and conduction-convection energy transfer. Several
cases, with a significant variation of the ratio between radiation to convection heat
transfer, as well as the ratio between radiation to conduction heat transfer, are
discussed.

Key words: Non gray media, radiation, convection, dom, slw

1 Introduction

In the early days of computational fluid dynamics, radiative heat transfer
was not taken into account because of the overwhelming amount of compu-
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tational resources it required. The following, natural step, was to consider
only radiative exchange between surfaces, which does not involve the solution
of the Radiative Transfer Equation (rte). As the computational resources
increased, detailed numerical models were conceived, such as the Discrete Or-
dinates Method (dom), which allowed the resolution of participating media.
In the last decade of the last century, feasible, as well as accurate, non gray ra-
diation models, were formulated. These models can be broadly divided in full
spectrum models and band models. The former, which include the Weighted
Sum of Gray Gases (wsgg) model [1], the Absorption Distribution Func-
tion (adf) model [2], the Spectral Line Weighted sum of gray gases (slw)
model [3], and the Full Spectrum K-distribution fsk model [4], are accurate
enough, particularly in homogeneous cases. The later, which include the Sta-
tistical Narrow Band (snb), and the Statistical Narrow Band Correlated−k
(snbck) model [5], are more precise than global models, but far more resource
demanding.

The simplest non gray model ever formulated was the wsgg. Soufiani and
Djavdan [6] compared this method to the snb method for combustion applica-
tions. While the wsgg predicted well radiative heat source for a hot medium
surrounded by black walls, the absorption by a cold gas of radiation emitted
by hot walls was generally underestimated. The authors attributed this dis-
crepancy on total absorption to the fact that the weights in wsgg model were
always taken at the temperature of the emitting body.

Belonging to the full spectrum group, both the slw and adf models are more
precise than the wsgg. For instance, the slw weights, depend on the local
temperature and could lead to more accurate predictions. Coelho et al. [7] used
the slw model to account for turbulence-radiation interaction in a diffusion
flame. The inclusion of non gray radiative properties improved the agreement
between the computed and the measured data. Soufiani et al. [8] employed the
adf model for a mixed laminar convection case, considering an homogeneous
gas mixture. Their conclusion was that, by taking radiation into account, the
flow is affected significantly.

The newest full-spectrum model, up to the author’s knowledge, is the fsk, a
rigorous mathematical improvement of the slw method. Essentially, a reorder-
ing of the wavenumber integration is performed, and a integration over absorp-
tion coefficient (instead of an integration over wavenumber) is performed. This
is the same principle on which the slw is based, but in the fsk formulation,
highly efficient quadrature methods can be used to carry out the wavenumber
integration. In the case of scalable absorption coefficient, this method yields
exact results, affected only by numerical errors. The fsk model has approx-
imately the same computational cost of the slw model, once an exhaustive
data preprocessing has been completed.
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On the other hand, band models are more accurate than full spectrum, or
global, models. Liu et al. used the snbck model for a methane/air [9] flame.
In this flame, which can be considered optically thin, it turns out that ra-
diation model did not have much influence in the outcome. Coelho [10] also
used a correlated−k band model, this time with a prescribed temperature
and concentration fields, obtained from experimental measures. The works by
Liu et al. [9] and Coelho [10], however, pointed out that turbulence and com-
bustion models may have greater influence in the final result than the non
gray radiation model for coupled problems. Soufiani et al. [11] also used a
correlated−k model to solve a forced convection situation, considering pure
gases only. In their work, preheating or precooling of the gas in the entrance of
a circular duct due to radiation was studied. Comparison with the adf model
showed that for the precooling condition the adf performs well, while bigger
differences between the band and the global models were obtained for higher
temperatures.

Among the different non-gray models mentioned above, the slw model stands
out for its simplicity of its formulation, its level of accuracy, and for the
low (compared to band models) computational resources it requires. The aim
of this work is to analyze the performance and implementation of the slw
model in detail. When considering a non-gray model, the slw in our case,
one realizes that there are plenty of strategies that can be adopted. There are
several databases with absorption line data which can be used, one may opt for
use fitted distribution functions or calculated ones, one may use high resolution
partitions of the absorption coefficient domains or optimized coefficients. . . All
of these factors possibly have an impact on the results, which may, or may
not, be significant. If radiation is not the only mode of heat transfer, this
significance can be different wheter radiation is globally meaningful or not.

In order to study the impact of these different approaches of the slw model,
this work presents the numerical analysis performed in a thermal driven cavity
where the coupling of non-gray radiation and convection is taken into account:
first, by varying the convective contribution, and second, by considering two
cases, one of which is radiation dominated and the other where radiation and
conduction are roughly equally significant. These calculations are compared
to gray solutions, to stress the appropriateness of the use of the non-gray slw
model, with the different approaches detailed in section 2.3.

2 Mathematical model

We consider a non reactive, steady state mixture of gases in order to study the
influence of the slw model parameters on a complex problem, which combines
also convection and conduction heat transfer. The mixture of gases consists
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of N2, which is considered transparent to radiation, and CO2 and H2O, which
absorb and emit, but do not scatter, radiation. The relevant governing equa-
tions are adapted from [12], which are valid for reactive flows, and hold for low
Mach number, with frictional heating and pressure time variation neglected.

2.1 Convection and conduction transport.

For the above mentioned steady-state gas mixture, with average velocity ~u,
the mass conservation equation reads

~∇ · (ρ~u) = 0. (1)

Momentum conservation leads to

ρ
(
~u · ~∇

)
~u = −~∇p + ρ~g + ~∇ · ~τ (2)

where ~τ is the shear stress tensor, and the energy conservation equation reads

~∇ · (ρcp~uT ) = ~∇ ·
(
k~∇T

)
− ~∇ · ~qr. (3)

Thermophysical properties, considered to be temperature dependant, are eval-
uated by using data compiled in the nasa thermodynamic files. Transport
coefficients of molecular fluxes of momentum and heat are calculated assum-
ing mixture-averaged formulation. In order to find the pure species transport
properties, the chemkin database [13] is used to generate the coefficients of
its temperature expansion.

2.2 Radiation transport.

The radiative transfer equation, abbreviated rte (Modest [14], p. 303), is
solved in detail, taking into account the wavenumber dependence of the ab-
sorption coefficient of CO2 and H2O. The monochromatic radiative transfer
equation for a non scattering medium is considered. For a given direction
defined by coordinates (µ, ξ,

√
1− µ2 − ξ2), the rte in two-dimensional ge-

ometries is

µ
∂Iη

∂x
+ ξ

∂Iη

∂y
= −κη (Iη − Ibη) . (4)

The radiative source term ~∇ · ~qr can be obtained from the rte solution as

~∇ · ~qr = 4κP σBT 4 − κGG, (5)
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where κP Ib =
∫
η κηIbη dη and κGG =

∫
η κηGη dη. The monochromatic incident

radiation on a control volume is Gη =
∫
4π Iη dΩ. This term is then plugged

into the energy equation 3.

2.3 Modeling of the absorption coefficient.

As stated before, in this work we use the slw model. Following the work
by Denison and Webb [3], the monochromatic rte in a purely absorbing
medium, equation 4, is considered. The absorption coefficient domain is then
divided into m ranges, bounded by kj+1 and kj with kj+1 > kj. A char-
acteristic absorption coefficient value within each range is defined, namely
k∗

j = (kjkj+1)
1/2, with 1 ≤ j ≤ m. For each absorption coefficient range j, an

associated wavenumber range ∆ηj is naturally defined, such that for each η
in ∆ηj, the actual absorption coefficient κη lies in the range [kj, kj+1]. Thus,
the whole spectrum is divided in m non overlapping bands, in which the ab-
sorption coefficient is assumed to be the constant k∗

j . In order to include the
spectral ranges where the gas is transparent, it is assumed that k∗

0 = k0 = 0.
The absorption coefficient intervals so obtained are referred hereinafter as high
resolution partition of the absorption coefficient domain.

An integration of equation 4 over all of the wavenumber ranges is carried
out, for each absorption coefficient range j. After some manipulation, the rte
acquires the form

µ
∂Ij

∂x
+ ξ

∂Ij

∂y
= −k∗

j (Ij − ajIb), (6)

where aj is a weight sensible to the particular wavenumber dependence of
the absorption coefficient of the media under consideration. The integrated
intensity over the whole spectrum, in this model, is simply I =

∑
j Ij.

Denison and Webb [15] developed the slw method for non homogeneous and
non isothermal gases. They use values of k∗

j and aj which depend on local
conditions. The same methods described by them have been used in this work
to obtain the local absorption coefficient and weights.

In order to be able to calculate the above mentioned weight aj (and in some
cases also k∗

j ), and calculate the corresponding local characteristic absorption
coefficient k∗

j , it is common to define a so called blackbody distribution func-
tion, F , as the integral of the blackbody intensity for all wavenumbers for
which the absorption coefficient is below a prescribed value:

F (Tb, ξ̄, k) =
1

Ib(Tb)

∫
κη(ξ̄)<k

Ibη(Tb) dη. (7)

In the above expression, the set ξ̄ contains all the variables that the absorption
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coefficient may depend on: temperature, pressure, species concentration. . . The
detailed dependence of the absorption coefficient on the wavenumber is needed
to compute the function F . Using this distribution function, the coefficients
aj are readily calculated as aj = F (kj+1)− F (kj).

There are two ways to obtain these distribution functions. First of all, there
exist correlations in the literature for the computation of the function F for
CO2 [16,17] and for H2O [18], obtained from a least squares fitting procedure.
On the other hand, these distribution functions can be directly calculated from
detailed absorption line data. In this work, the latest version of the cdsd-
1000 [19] and hitemp [20] databases are used to compute the distribution
functions for CO2 and H2O respectively. These functions have been calculated
at several temperatures and concentrations (in the case of H2O), as outlined
in a work by Mazumder and Modest [4]. The distribution function at local
conditions is then obtained by linear interpolation.

2.3.1 Using optimized coefficients.

An alternative way of defining the weights aj and the mean absorption coef-
ficients k∗

j is by means of an optimization procedure [3]. The total emissivity
ε of a gas layer of thickness between 0 and L is calculated, at a given tem-
perature reference Tref , from the F distribution function with a large number
of absorption cross sections. Such data is then fitted with, for instance, m′

ranges, with m′ significantly lower than m, by means of a non linear least
squares procedure, to the function

ε(x) '
m′∑
i=1

aj

(
1− e−k∗

j x
)
, 0 ≤ x ≤ L. (8)

These optimized coefficients still can be used for non isothermal, non homo-
geneous media [7].

In the present work, the total emissivity at a single temperature is considered
when finding the optimal aj and k∗

j coefficients. For an isothermal, homoge-
neous medium, the weights aj contain all the information, but for a general
situation, also the range boundaries kj+1 and kj are needed. The way to com-
pute the boundaries of the spectral ranges from the weights aj is as follows:
first, fit the coefficients for the total emissivity, omitting the transparent band
(that is, find aj and k∗

j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m′). Second, compute the transparent band
weight, a0 = 1 − ∑

aj. Then set k1 = 0 and kj = F−1(
∑

ai), for 0 ≤ i < j,
so, for example, k1 = F−1(a0), k2 = F−1(a0 + a1) and so on. However, it is
possible that the fitted mean value k∗

j does not lie between kj and kj+1, but
this fact apparently does not affect the reliability of the results obtained with
this optimization procedure.
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For the absorption cross section domain partition using optimized coefficients,
fitted distribution functions are used: the correlations given by Denison and
Webb for CO2 [16] and for H2O [18], which are fairly outdated.

2.3.2 Gray absorption coefficient.

A wavenumber averaged absorption coefficient for the mixture of the two
species can be inferred with the aid of the slw model. This averaged ab-
sorption coefficient, κP (Planck mean absorption coefficient) is calculated in-
dependently for the participating species CO2 and H2O, as

κP =
1

Ib

∫
η
κηIbη dη '

∑
j

{F (kj+1)− F (kj)} k∗
j , (9)

which depends also on the temperature. It has been computed using the F dis-
tribution functions (equation 7) obtained from the latest hitran and hitemp
databases [20] for CO2 and H2O respectively. The use of the Planck mean
absorption coefficient yields faster calculations, although simplifying the non
gray behavior of the radiant gas. When the absorption coefficient is mod-
eled as gray, the κP of the mixture is computed as the sum of the individual
absorption coefficients, weighted by the molar fraction of each species [4].

2.3.3 Multicomponent media.

Since the absorption coefficient, and therefore the distribution function, are
available only for individual species, a model is necessary to deal with mul-
ticomponent gas mixtures. Independently of what coefficients aj, k∗

j , for the
individual participating species are used, the mixture is treated as a single
gas. For such a mixture where CO2 and H2O are the only radiating gases,
the equivalent coefficients for the slw model are found from the individual
coefficients as aij = ai,CO2aj,H2O and k∗

ij = k∗
i,CO2

+ k∗
j,H2O [21, 22]. Therefore,

the rte to be solved for the mixture is

µ
∂Iij

∂x
+ ξ

∂Iij

∂y
= −k∗

ij(Iij − aijIb), (10)

and the spectrally integrated intensity is I =
∑

i,j Iij, with i and j running
from 1 to m (or m′ if the optimized coefficients approach is used), resulting on
m2 (or m′2) rte equations to be solved. For binary mixtures, if the ratio of the
molar fractions of the two species is constant, the convolution approach [21]
may be used, reducing the number of times the rte needs to be solved to m.
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2.4 Dimensionless describing parameters.

In this work we characterize the flow by using the time scale concept, which
arises from the fact that there are several modes of energy transfer, each one
of which occurs at its own time rate. A rough approximation of such scales
will help both on characterize the solution and choose an optimal time step
when numerically solving the coupled equations 1, 2, and 3 [23].

These time scales are associated with conduction, convection, and radiation,
and are

τc =
ρcpL

2

k
, τb =

√
L

gβ∆T
, τv =

ρL2

µ
, τr =

ρcpL∆T

σBT 4
0

. (11)

The time scales discussed above are related in a very simple way to the more
commonly used dimensionless numbers to completely characterize the flow. In
the case we have solved, the relevant numbers are the Prandtl number Pr,
the Rayleigh number Ra, the Planck number Pl and the temperature ratio
φ = ∆T/Tcold. The relation between the dimensionless numbers and the time
scales is

Ra =
τcτv

τ 2
b

Pr =
τc

τv

Pl =
τr

φτc

. (12)

3 Numerical method

The discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations is carried out using fully im-
plicit finite volume techniques on cartesian staggered grids. To account for the
velocity-pressure coupling, the simplec procedure is adopted. The numerical
scheme for interpolation was the simplest, upwind like, in order to facilitate
the convergence, which is affected by the high non linearity of the radiative
source term ~∇· ~qr. The mesh was concentrated near the walls, by means of an
hyperbolic tangent function.

The radiation source term is calculated by solving equation 4, and integrating
for all the spectrum by using the slw model. The radiative transfer equation,
rte, is solved for a discrete set of directions {µi, ξi}, following the Discrete
Ordinates Method (dom). The finite volume technique is used to discretize the
spatial part of the rte, and an explicit, step by step procedure, is employed
to determine the intensity radiation field. The discretization details can be
found in [24]. Orthogonal meshes have been used to solve the rte. The angular
quadrature set employed was the Tn by Thurgood et al. [25].
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With respect to the numerical parameters of the slw method, the high res-
olution absorption cross section partition consists of m = 11 cross sections,
while the optimized coefficients strategy consists of m′ = 5 cross sections, both
including the transparent band. The influence of different databases on the op-
tical properties of CO2 and H2O is analyzed by using different databases for
the different approaches of the slw method, which are described in section 5.

For the high resolution partition of the absorption coefficient domain, the ab-
sorption coefficient boundaries kj are logarithmically equidistant, i. e., kj =
k1(km/k1)

(j−1)/(m−1), for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Then, the coefficient aj in equation 6
is easily obtained as the difference aj = F (kj+1) − F (kj). The mean ab-
sorption coefficient is k∗

j = (kjkj+1)
1/2. The integration interval k1 is set to

3 × 10−5 cm−1 and k10 is set to 600 cm−1 for CO2 and to 60 cm−1 for H2O,
following the suggestions given in [16,18].

For the optimized coefficients approach, the absorption cross section is not
evenly partitioned, because the mean absorption coefficients k∗

j are calculated
by means the optimization procedure described in 2.3.1. The resulting opti-
mized coefficients from the fitting process, to be used in the slw model are
shown, in table 1. Although the length L is fixed in the optimization process,
results in figure 2 seem to point out that no significant error is introduced by
doing so.

When gray medium is considered, the Planck mean absorption coefficient is
calculated as described above, but dividing the absorption cross section do-
main in m = 40 partitions. The integration intervals used are k1 = 10−8 cm−1

and km = 200 cm−1.

Since we are interested on a gas mixture with two radiating gases, it turns
out that the rte has to be solved m2 (or m′2, if optimized coefficients are
used) times. This fact explains the interest on decreasing the number of cross
sections considered, thus reducing the number of operations to perform. Even
that in all of the cases presented in this work the mole fraction ratio is constant,
and the convolution approach [21] could be considered, the slw has been used
looking for a wider range of applications, where non-homogeneous media are
present (e.g., combustion systems).

4 Tests of the non gray model

Goutière et al. [26] did an exhaust comparison between several non gray, both
band and global, models. In their work, radiation is considered the domi-
nant mode of energy transfer, always with a prescribed temperature field.
A collection of two dimensional cases are solved, considering isothermal and
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temperature varying media, as well as homogeneous or non homogeneous mole
fraction of participating species. Due to the availability of numerical results,
we have solved some of the cases concocted in their work to verify our code.

The first test is aimed to evaluate the slw model, with a high number of ab-
sorption cross section ranges (non optimized coefficients version). A rectangu-
lar enclosure with a prescribed temperature field and constant molar fraction
of 0.1 for CO2 and 0.2 for H2O, which are the only radiant gases considered.
The mesh used to solve the rte was uniform and had 61×31 control volumes,
and the angular quadrature was the T7. The exact description of the problem
can be found in [26], under the label “case 5”. As seen in figure 1 (a), the heat
flux at the walls shows a maximum difference of 5%, while the divergence of
radiative heat (figure 1 (b)) exhibits a fairly good agreement with the reported
data.

The second test shows the effectiveness of the slw model using optimized coef-
ficients. For this purpose, a one dimensional layer of length 1 m is considered.
The layer is non isothermal, the temperature field (in degrees Kelvin) is set to
T (x) = 700− 300 cos(πx) and the molar fraction of the radiating gases, again
CO2 and H2O, is set to 0.1 and 0.2. The optimized coefficients are calculated
independently for each gas, by fitting the total emissivity of a layer of length
L = 10 m. The distribution functions used to estimate the total emissivity for
each gas are those given by Denison and Webb [16,18]. This one dimensional
case has been solved by using a uniform, 85 control volume mesh, and the S12

quadrature set. The plot on figure 2 (a) shows that the divergence of radia-
tive heat is nearly the same for both calculations, although with optimized
coefficients the solution is obtained about five times faster, as the number of
operations has also been reduced by the same factor.

In the third test case we want to compare the results obtained with two models
of the distriburion function F : first, by using a mathematical correlation, and
second, by performing a direct calculation of F . For this test to be significant,
both forms of the distribution function must come from the same database.
For the CO2, the cdsd-1000 database is used, and the correlation for the dis-
tribution function is that of Modest and Mehta [17]. The database on which
the correlation for H2O is based [18] is fairly outdated, and no direct calcula-
tions have been performed. Therefore, only a single non gray gas is considered
in this test, namely CO2. The temperature distribution is the same of the
previous case, and the molar fraction of CO2 is 0.1. The mesh used is also an
uniform, 85 control volume mesh, along with the S12 quadrature set. The high
resolution partition scheme is used, section 2.3. In figure 2 (b) can be observed
that a good agreement is achieved by both types of distribution function. The
wiggles that appear in the interpolated distribution function results are due to
the fact that the data from which the interpolation is performed is available
in ranges of 100 K.
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5 Problem description and research approach

We have selected a two dimensional differential heated cavity, homogeneously
filled with a gas mixture consisting of N2, CO2, and H2O, with a mass fraction
of 0.7, 0.1, and 0.2 respectively, in order to evaluate the influence of the way in
which the slw model parameters of the participating species are calculated.
The flow is driven by natural convection, when gravity is different from zero.
The vertical walls are kept at 300 K and 600 K, while the horizontal walls are
insulated. All surfaces are black and N2 is considered not to participate on the
radiative exchange. A scheme of the solved problem is depicted on figure 3.
The length of the sides of the square cavity is L. Although it makes not much
sense to talk about dimensionless governing numbers or time scales if thermal
properties are thought as temperature functions, it will help to describe the
fluid, and therefore all the time scales, and hence the dimensionless numbers,
are calculated with thermal properties evaluated at a reference temperature
T0 = (Tcold + Thot)/2.

The posed problem is solved with four radiation approaches: (i) transparent
medium, (ii) gray medium, (iii) non gray medium using the slw model with
optimized coefficients, and (iv) non gray medium using the slw model with
high resolution absorption coefficient domain partition. In the first case, only
radiation energy exchange between surfaces is considered, i. e., the gas mix-
ture is assumed to be non participating (κη = 0). In the second case, the
mixture is assumed to be participating, but with a gray absorption coefficient.
For this situation, the absorption coefficient κP is obtained as explained in
section 2.3.2. Both these solutions are some 30 or more times faster than the
detailed spectral models. To overcome the simplifications involved in the two
above models, full spectral calculations are performed by means of the slw
model, by using both a high resolution partition of the absorption coefficient
domain, 2.3, and optimized coefficients, section 2.3.1. The use of the slw
model for non isothermal, homogeneous media, requires the definition of a
reference temperature. In this work, such reference temperature is Thot. Ad-
ditional results, not shown, point out that, for the temperature gap used in
this case, no significant differences arise if we take the reference temperature
to be Tcold.

Although the goal of this work is to study coupled convection and non gray
radiation, gray radiation calculations are carried out in order to compare them
to non gray calculations, and to judge if the differences between these two
approaches are significant enough to justify the use of non gray models.

The problem is solved for a range of the previously defined time scales, first by
varying the convective contribution (radiation vs. convection heat transfer),
and second by considering two additional cavity sizes, one which is radia-
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tion dominated and other where radiation and conduction are roughly equally
significant (radiation vs. conduction heat transfer).

5.1 Radiation vs. convection heat transfer.

In a first step, the problem is solved keeping the time scales constant except
for τb, the buoyancy scale, which varies in order to represent different am-
mount of contributions of the convective energy transfer to the total. These
different values of τb are achieved by varying the gravity strength, that is, by
setting gn = 2n−1/800 ms−2, n ≥ 1, and g0 = 0. The values of the fixed time
scales, in units of τr, are τc = 41 and τv = 57.6, meaning that radiation heat
transfer dominates over heat conduction. The commonly used corresponding
dimensionless numbers to these time scales are Pr = 0.711 (near to that of
the air), Pl = 0.024, and φ = 1. The relevant dimensionless parameters for
the solved cases are summarized in table 2. It is clear from this table that all
problems solved with the fixed length L0 = 1 m configuration are convection
dominated (except for the g0 case, which is radiation dominated).

5.2 Radiation vs. conduction heat transfer.

Since all the time scales depend on the size of the domain L, other solved
configurations include smaller cavities, with lengths L1 = 0.025 m and L2 =
0.4 m, in order to take into account situations where the relevance of radi-
ation respect to conduction contribution varies. In these cases, gravity was
set to zero, and the only dimensionless numbers that are kept constant are
the Prandtl number, Pr = 0.711, and the temperature ratio, φ = 1. Table 2
shows that, for the small cavities, an appreciable difference on the ratios of
time scales is observed, meaning that rather different behavior is expected:
the L1 case is, in principle, dominated by radiation and conduction equally,
while the L2 case is clearly radiation dominated.

The time scales introduced in section 2.4 give an idea of which discrete time
increment should be used while solving the coupled equations: it has been
found that the best choice is few times (say 2) the shortest time scale. If a
bigger time step is selected, some physics is missing and sometimes convergence
is not achieved; on the other hand, a much smaller discrete time step will lead
to an unnecessary high number of iterations (and thus higher calculation time).
In this work, the discrete time step was set to a conservative 1.5 times the
minimum of {τc, τb, τr, τv}.
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6 Results and discussion

6.1 Verification of the numerical solutions.

All the cases presented hereinafter were solved using three levels of refinement,
that is, three grids of 162, 322, and 642 control volumes. These grids are con-
centrated near the walls in order to avoid excessive temperature steps imposed
by the boundary conditions. With this information available, it is possible to
estimate the error between the finest mesh and the grid independant solution,
following the work by Cadafalch et al. [27]. By using the Richardson extrapo-
lation technique for the several cases for the finest, 642 control volume mesh,
the mean uncertainity due to discretization is estimated to be, on average
(without significant deviations), ±0.5 K for the temperature field, and about
±0.3%, in average, with respect to the maximum value of the divergence of
radiative heat field, although for the g5 case this uncertainity peaks to ±1.1%.
These figures are assumed to be representative for all the cases, and hence the
642 mesh is considered as fine enough to perform the numerical experiments
reported in this work.

6.2 Radiation vs. convection heat transfer.

The effect of the model of the absorption coefficient of the participating gases
is hereinafter analyzed. The same problem is solved for several values of the
gravity acceleration, in order to inspect a range of qualitative different solu-
tions, i. e., where radiation heat transfer looses significance with respect to
convective heat transfer as the strength of gravity increases. It is possible to
achieve this since the gravity appears only in one time scale (equation 11),
thus affecting only the convective contribution. Figures 4 and 5 present the
temperature profile in x direction at the middle of the cavity (y = 0.5 m).
The solution given by slw and slw with optimized coefficients are in good
agreement, despite the absorption coefficient is calculated in a rather different
way for each case. Gray medium (results calculated using the Planck coeffi-
cient) and transparent medium (only heat exchange between surfaces) differs
notably from the non gray solution, although for increasing gravity strength,
the temperature profiles tend to converge, specially for the g9 case.

This trend is reversed if we look at the velocity field. By decreasing the buoy-
ancy time scale, the differences on the velocity profiles increase, as it is appar-
ent in figure 6. Transparent media, approach (i), performs quite well for the
g = 0 case. The high value of φ we use implies that radiation has a noticeable
effect on the flow. Therefore, the influence of the absorption coefficient model
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on the velocity field should be bigger for larger velocities, i. e., strongest grav-
ity field. If forced convection were considered instead of natural convection,
we do not expect the effect of the radiation model on the velocity field to be
so relevant.

It is interesting to note that it seems that the transparent medium assumption
is preferable to the participating, gray medium assumption, using the Planck
coefficient. This is due to the fact that the transparent band of the CO2 alone
contributes in more than a 50% of the total weighting coefficient aij (see
section 2.3.3), i. e.,

∑
j a0j > 0.5.

In figure 7, isotherms and streamlines are plotted for the two extreme cases
solved, namely g1 and g9. The effect of radiation heat transfer in the flow
structure, reported for instance by Yücel et al. [28], is apparent: the flow
circulates clockwise around the cavity center. For the stronger gravity field
considered, the temperature is near homogeneous, instead of the stratified
temperature field observed when radiation is not taken into account. Both
effects are due to the high temperature ratio φ = 1 used in this work. Notice
that, although the Rayleigh number for the g1 case is high according to table 2,
the flow is not as stratified as one would expect. This can be attributed to
the fact that the buoyancy time scale is not much faster than the radiation
time scale. If radiation were not considered, the convection time scale would
dominate (being the dimensionless numbers and time scales the same of the
radiation case), and the flow would be homogeneously stratified.

While middle cavity temperature profiles are relatively similar for all models
for the strongest gravity considered, the differences in hot wall total heat flux
are more apparent. Results for the total heat flux through the hot wall are
presented in table 3.

The difference between the non-gray radiation models is studied, by means of
the integral of the deviation σ, with

σ2(T ) =
1

V

∫
V

(Tapp. − TSLW)2 dV, (13)

where TSLW refers to approach (iv), slw with high resolution partition of the
absorption coefficient domain, and Tapp. refers to any of the other approaches.
Analogous indicators are used for the velocity components, u and v. These
magnitudes are tabulated in table 4. The increasing velocity deviation trend
is clear for the three approaches (i), (ii), and (iii). The temperature deviation
seems to decrease, irregularly, for increasing g, except when the Planck mean
absorption coefficient is used. As expected, table 4 shows that the smallest de-
viation occurs indeed when approach (iii) is employed. Notice that, according
to this table, the velocity fields for the g1 case, in approaches (i) and (iii), are
expected to be similar. This is clearly seen in figure 6 (a).
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6.3 Radiation vs. conduction heat transfer.

The different dependence of the time scales with the cavity length allows us to
select a range of lengths in which the ratio between radiation and conduction
time scale varies in a large amount. If the length is short enough, conduction
time scale will become the fastest one, and consequently the heat transfer will
be conduction dominated. The effect of the optical model is plotted in figure 8,
for two different lengths. It is clear that, for the L1 case, the transparent
approximation is preferable than the Planck mean model, while for the bigger,
L2 cavity, the difference between the models clearly shows up. This is because
the optical depth of the mixture is proportional to the cavity size, and thus,
the transparent behavior is more evident for the smaller enclosure.

In figure 9, the temperature profiles for different cavity sizes, obtained using
the high resolution slw method, approach (iv), are plotted, and compared
to the profile obtained when radiation is neglected. As we can expect from
table 2, for the smallest cavity, in addition that all radiation models tend to
the transparent behavior, the results obtained are also close to the purely con-
duction case, because of the relative significance of radiation and conduction
time scales. The L0 and L2 cavities exhibit a very similar temperature profile,
meaning that for cavity lengths larger than L2, radiation transfer dominates
over heat conduction.

7 Conclusions

Several absorption coefficient approaches using the slw model have been taken
into account, in order to consider the effect of non gray radiative heat transfer
in a participating medium, on a thermal driven cavity problem. The use of
any of the non gray methods is justified since neither the gray gas nor the
transparent model captures well the real gas behavior. The optimized coeffi-
cients approach (iii) yields results very close to those from the high resolution
approach (iv), except for the velocity field for the strongest gravity considered.
The use of optimized coefficients is therefore recommended, in order to reduce
the number of calculations to perform. Further tests, considering mixed or
forced convection, should be done to check the performance of approach (iii)
in these cases. In all cases solved, the Planck mean approximation gives the
worse results compared to non gray models. This fact can be seen in tempera-
ture profile plots, in the velocity profile plots, in the total heat flux table, and
in the deviation with respect to approach (iv) table.

It has been observed that, increasing the convection contribution (by decreas-
ing the associated time scale τb), the effects of the radiation approach become
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less significant to determine the temperature field and the total heat flux
through the isothermal walls. In these cases, the transparent media approx-
imation seems to offer a good result, both in temperature profiles and total
heat flux, and is clearly preferable to the gray gas assumption, albeit being
the crudest, cheapest (computationally speaking), model.

On the other hand, increasing the gravity strength, the differences on the
velocity field with respect to the high resolution slw solution tend to increase.
This can be attributed to the fact that the temperature ratio is high (φ = 1),
meaning that the flow structure is largely affected by radiation, and also to
the fact that the velocity field itself is larger, thus magnifying the differences
between the different strategies employed.

It has also been checked that, for small enclosures, the choice of the radiation
approach has less impact on the outcome, because the participaing gases are
nearly transparent. For larger enclosures, heat conduction, whose time scale
grows with the square of the cavity size, plays no significant role on the energy
transfer. The above mentioned time scales are good parameters to describe
what kind of flow is expected, in addition to provide a natural choice of the
discrete time step when solving the Navier-Stokes equations.
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Fig. 1. Non isothermal enclosure filled with an homogeneous mixture of radiating
gases. Wall heat flux (a) and divergence of radiative heat (b) are compared to the
results obtained by Goutière et al. [26].

Fig. 2. (a): Results with optimized coefficients, obtained by fitting the total emissiv-
ity of a gas layer, compared to normal, high resolution partition of the absorption
coefficient domain. (b): Results of interpolated distribution function, obtained from
latest absorption line data available, compared to the standard fitted distribution
function, using the correlation by Modest and Mehta [17].

Fig. 3. Scheme of the solved thermal driven cavity.

Fig. 4. (a): Temperature profile at y = 0.5 m, for all optical models considered.
Radiation dominated case, g = 0. (b): Same as left, with g1.

Fig. 5. (a): Temperature profile at y = 0.5 m, for all optical models considered, with
g5. (b): Same as left, with g9.

Fig. 6. (a): Profile of the horizontal component of the velocity at x = 0.5 m, for
all the optical models considered, g1 case. (b): Same as left, g9 case. The difference
between the slw and the other models is larger in this situation.

Fig. 7. (a): Isotherms (up) and streamlines (down) for the g9 case, using the slw
approach (iv). (b): Same as left, for the g1 case.

Fig. 8. (a): Temperature profile at y/L = 0.5, for all the optical models considered.
Small cavity L1 = 0.025 m. (b): Same as left, for a bigger cavity L2 = 0.4 m.

Fig. 9. Temperature profile for different size enclosures. Except for the non radiating
case, the temperature profiles are obtained with the high resolution slw method.
L0 = 1 m, L1 = 0.025 m, and L2 = 0.4 m.
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CO2 H2O

k∗j aj k∗j aj

2.123118e− 01 1.557237e− 01 2.188490e− 01 2.888546e− 01

2.615123e + 00 9.144159e− 02 1.952972e + 00 2.157405e− 01

2.803898e + 01 6.119854e− 02 1.378076e + 01 1.497009e− 01

4.652916e + 02 2.902018e− 02 1.273570e + 02 5.291578e− 02

Table 1
Optimized coefficients obtained by fitting total emissivity data to equation 8, with
L = 10 and Tref = 600 K.

Convection dominated (L0 = 1 m)

Pl = 0.024, φ = 1, Pr = 0.711

g0 g1 g5 g9

τb/τr ∞ 0.059 0.015 0.0037

Ra/106 0 0.686 10.98 175

Conduction and radiation heat transfer

Ra = 0, φ = 1, Pr = 0.711

L1 L2

τc/τr 1.02 16.4

Pl 0.976 0.061

Table 2
Values of the non dimensional relevant parameters for the different configurations.
First, the buoyancy time scale and Rayleigh number for the different values of
gravity field are shown. In all cases with g 6= 0 the convection time scale is the
fastest. Last, conduction time scale and Planck number are shown for the different
cavity lengths L1 = 0.025 m and L2 = 0.4 m.
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g0 g1 g5 g9

Transparent (i) 291.1 294.0 312.0 341.6

Planck mean (ii) 106.5 114.1 163.9 239.7

slw optimized (iii) 325.5 331.2 349.9 377.9

slw (iv) 348.1 354.2 369.9 394.4

Table 3
Non dimensional heat flux through hot wall: the non dimensional factor is the
conductive heat flux, k0∆T/L.

σ(T )/T0(%) σ(u)/|umax|(%) σ(v)/|vmax|(%)

g0 0.65/2.67/2.57 — —

g1 0.91/3.92/2.53 3.18/13.6/3.38 3.25/14.0/3.55

g5 0.72/4.39/1.92 5.74/24.8/13.1 5.89/25.8/13.6

g9 0.50/3.35/1.57 6.81/27.2/18.0 6.22/25.3/16.4

Table 4
Deviation of the different models from the slw solution. Each triplet represents the
deviation of the slw with optimized coeffcients, the Planck assumption, and the
transparent gas behavior solutions respectively.
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